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PACKAGING

We offer many packaging options for both the contractor and court owner. Most of our products come in 80 lb. bags with the option 
of getting that product in an Easy-Lift50 lb. bag as well. The 50 lb. bag option is intended for those of us not used to handling bags all
day. Some insurance company requirements in certain areas will dictate using a 50 lb. bag. Both the 80 lb. and the 50 lb. bags can be 
palletized and stretch wrapped for easy handling and weather protection. For our contractors, we also stock and load Har-Tru or 
HydroBlend in bulk bags. These disposable bags are available in 2000 lb., 2500 lb. and 2800 lb. and can be taken right from the truck to 
the court with a forklift.

HAR-TRU
Tennis court surfacing with binder. For 
use
on Har-Tru courts with sprinkler systems.
Available in:
• 1.0 ton pallet with 80 lb. bags
• 1.4 tons per pallet with 80 lb. bags
• 1.0 ton pallet with 50 lb. bags
• 1.4 tons per pallet with 50 lb. bags
• 2000 lb. bulk bag
• 2500 lb. bulk bag
• 2800 lb. bulk bag

HYDROBLEND
Tennis court surfacing material for
sub-irrigated tennis courts.
Available in:
• 1.0 ton pallet with 80 lb. bags
• 1.4 tons per pallet with 80 lb. bags
• 2000 lb. bulk bag
• 2500 lb. bulk bag
• 2800 lb. bulk bag

AMERICAN RED CLAY
Tennis court surfacing material
for use on red sub-irrigated tennis
courts or for top dressing a variety
of natural clay courts.
Available only in:
• 1.4 ton pallet with 70 lb. bags
• 2000 lb. bulk bag

MAGNESIUM/
CALCIUM CHLORIDE
For dust control and moisture retention.
The safest option for the environment.
Magnesium Chloride is available in
50 lb. bags.
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HAND MODEL - #01242HG/N - Variable  TOW MODEL - #01242TG/N - 
Variable

HAND MODEL - #01242HG/F - Fixed     TOW MODEL - #01242TG/F - Fixed

Light reconditioning of a fast dry court demands an even distribution of fast dry material. 

Offers a big improvement of the classic fast dry spreader for this purpose. Both models will 

hold four 80 lb. bags. This spreader offers both adjustable rate distribution control and 
mechanical

simplicity. Configured with the fixed rate bottom, this fast dry spreader will produce consistent

and even layers in proper proportions for top dressing a court. The adjustable bottom is stainless

steel and can be used for magnesium chloride or other spreading uses. If cleaned properly to 

protect the steel, this unit will give years of service. Larger tow models for heavy-duty use 

are available.

Tru-Flow top-dressers
01250-24D-24" hand spreader
01250-36D-36" tow spreader
01250-54D-54" tow spreader

We are excited to introduce a completely new line of spreaders...Tru-Flow top-dressers.  These three top-dressing units offer 
unmatched performance in distruibuting Har-Tru as well as sand, rubber, and other materials for synthetic grass, natural turf and running 
tracks. Tru-Flow spreaders handle the toughest of conditions. For top dressing to be effective, it needs to be applied as uniformly as 
possible. Just spreading material around no longer produces the desired result.  Tru-Flow's unique, 8" dispersal drum, is encased in 
expanded metal, allowing the Har-Tru inside the spreader's hopper to be placed on the court. Conventional drop spreaders rely on 
gravity to help release the Har-Tru from its hopper, but the Tru-Flow, pulls the surface out of the hopper and on to the court with 
unmatched consistency.  A 24" hand model will hold up to 4-80 lb bags of Har-Tru and the 36" and 54" tow-type top-dresser can  
over 15 bags.
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Tapes

Nails

Scarifier / Lute 30" - #874 
Scarifier / Lute 48" - #874-L
Two tools in one.  The lute-scarifier is an all-aluminum combination tool for 
scarifying, leveling and removing loose granules. It is strong and sturdy, yet light 
enough to use all day.  This tool is also excellent for spreading new material during 
top-dressing.  The concave shape of the 30" wide blade allows the tool to "float" 
along the surface, without grabbing or digging in.  This is one of the most versatile 
tools available for Har-Tru courts. Also available in 48" width.

Designer Tape with its sure-spin feature has a unique raised pattern, specifically designed to allow consistent ball spin and speed no 
matter which angle the ball strikes the tape. It offers easy cleaning, long-life and stability. The webbing is made from the finest synthetics 
available with a pure PVC coating. The coating is not diluted with fillers, which can cause yellowing with age. It is available with or without 
pre-formed nail holes. The Designer Marking Tape is the best line tape you can buy for your money.
Classic Tape has the same top quality webbing and vinyl coating used in our Designer Line Tape. It has an even textured, rubberized 
coating which combines good ball bounce, long-life and easy cleaning. Available with preformed nail holes. The Classic Tape represents 
affordable quality in a line tape.
Herringbone Tape is designed to assure consistent ball spin and speed regardless of the angle at which the ball strikes the tape. Not 
only is the Herringbone Marking Tape a great tape for the game, it's a great tape for the court owner and builder. It is easy to install,  
of long lasting vinyl, meets specifications, cleans easily, stays white longer and has pre-formed holes for nailing ease. It has the same  
quality of the LEE Classic Tape, but with added texture. The balance of quality construction and player benefits make the Herringbone T
the best tape value.

#878- 8lb. Box  and #878-25 - 25lb. Box
2-1/2" aluminum nails (large head), 8 pounds per doubles court. For regular Har-Tru courts.  Available in 
8 lb. or 25 lb. boxes.
#878-3 - 11lb. Box and #878-11 - 25lb. Box
3" aluminum nails (large head), 11 pounds per doubles court.† Great for sub-surface irrigated courts.
Available in 11 lb. or 25 lb. boxes
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COURTPAC
#2000CP-24 - 24" CourtPac Roller
#2000CP-48 - 48" CourtPac Roller
Easy to operate and easy to maintain, we believe you will find the 
CourtPac the best designed, best engineered tennis court roller on the 
market today.  Why? It's easy to start - The unit is equipped with a 
Honda engine that starts on the first pull almost every time. It's easy to 
operate - Speed and direction are controlled with a hydrostatic 
transmission that is smooth and responsive. This transmission comes 
from the lawn mowing industry where it has shown exceptional 
durability. It's easy to steer - The seat adjusts to position the driver 
where they can easily reach the handle bars and set their feet down 
on the large stable foot tray with traction tread.  This means it requires 
very little strength or energy to maneuver the roller. It's easy to 

maintain - Just add oil! There are no chains or sprockets and the heavy  duty polyurethane scraper bars will last years before replacement 
is needed. It's safe - There is an emergency stop button, emergency break and a safety switch under the seat. Neutral safety switches 
prevent the roller from starting or jumping when in gear.It's the little things - The engine has been positioned on the roller to blow all 
exhaust fumes away from the driver.  The scraper bars are polyurethane for quiet  operation. The seat is large, cushioned and light  
to keep it from heating up in the hot sun.  We've even included a cup holder!

COURTPAC PRO
ROLCPP04 - 48” CourtPac Pro Roller

ROLCPP05 - 60” CourtPac Pro Roller
While the CourtPac Pro may look a bit similar to its predecessor,
the 4’ and 5’ Proline Roller, that is where the similarities end. The Pro is 
powered by an ultra-reliable, 5.5HP Honda engine and driven by a 
fan-cooled HydroGear hydraulic transmission. This is the same 
transmission used in our recently redesigned CourtPac solid drum 
construction roller, as well as tens of thousands of industrial lawn 
mowers throughout North America. The redesign also incorporates
improved comfort features for the driver. CourtPac Pro users will 
benefit from a fully adjustable, cushioned, high-back seat and newly 

designed foot deck. The new seat offers comfort and improved sightlines, and when coupled with the new, skid-resistant foot deck design, 
makes the unit, by far, the safest and most easily maneuverable unit available on the market today. 
and allows the user to see the roller as you are moving to determine if the court is too wet to roll by seeing the amount of material that 
is sticking to the roller. The Pro’s unique rolling system uses a series of 14” wide cylindrical roll sections, allowing each section to turn 
independently as the driver makes turns on the Har-Tru court. This system eliminates the tearing or “biting” that some solid section
rollers created when making similar turns. Much like the Proline roller of yesterday, the CourtPac Pro has two, fully-adjustable grooming 
brushes for leveling and smoothing your Har-Tru court and a scraper brush to keep the roll sections clean of granular build-up.
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Tow Roller
#184AR 4' Roller#185AR 5' Roller

The Tow Roller is an easy to use alternative to the power roller. It can 
be pulled by a golf cart, lawn tractor or utility vehicle and still offer the 
same rolling speed and convenience as the power roller. This unit can 
be upgraded to a motorized roller at any time by attaching the 184EP 
power head. It comes with a weight tray, towing tongue, scraper-brush, 
and front and rear court brushes. The standard models are 4' and 5' 
with other widths available on special order. 1 year warranty.

Split-Roll Hand-Tow Roller
#2400HR24

This 24" x 24" improved hand roller gives the same split roller action as 
one of our more expensive rollers. The dual drums can be water filled 
for added weight, yet it can turn on the court without tearing the court 
surface. This is the only hand roller that can be towed in ovals with its 
dual-purpose handle. A scraper brush is included for removing any 
buildup on the drum. It is an especially good roller for the private court 
owner who is on a tight budget. 1 year warranty.

Small Hand Roller
#1824H-18

Perfect for the club that needs 
touch-up work around court 
edges, patching low spots, etc. 
The drum size is 18" x 24" and 
can be filled with water for a 
total weight of 320lbs. The unit 
is all steel and comes with a 
scraper bar for removing any

build-up on the drum. This roller is a good companion for your 
heavy duty court roller. 1 year warranty.

Roller Brushes
#184B 4'#185B 5

The complete brush assembly includes the brush, upright 
mounting rods, floating springs, adjustment knobs and  
The brushes have easy to change, replaceable bristles.
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Tow Scarifier
#187-4 4' Model

This heavy-duty tow model scarifier is truly a workhorse for loosening 
the  top surface on HAR-TRU courts. It is especially good for indoor  
with excess calcium build-up. The unit is heavy enough to allow its two 
                                  rows of case hardened nails to really penetrate 
                                  the surface. Staggered nails on each row prevent 
                                  clumps sized to fit between the alley tapes. 
                                  Levered wheels lift unit over the tapes so tapes 
                                  can be left in place.  Angled nails self sharpen as  

they are used adjustable steel rails lower nails as they wear down. Removable steel plate allows for easy nail replacement

Court DeviL Jr.
#187CD-Jr.
This smaller hand model Court Devil is 
designed for maintaining areas along 
court perimeters and beneath the net 
line. It is also great for loosening localized 
hard spots, Weight 85lbs., Width 16", 
Length 24", Height 10".

Court Devil
#187CD
The tow model Court Devil is designed to agitate the court surface withoutremoving. 
algae, and fungus that may tighten the court surface. or damaging existing line tapes. 

  circular steel blades mounted on free turning axles. Weight105lbs., Width 4', Depth 12".

Court Devil

Court Rake
#05CT-RAKE

The Tow Model Court Rake is designed to loosen and groom the court surface 
with 1/4" wide teeth. When used on a regular basis, the court rake will keep the 
court surface smooth and growth problems to a minimum.  The Court Rake can 
be safely pulled over the line tapes and has a built-in fence and net guard.  The 
Court Rake is 73" long and weighs 35 lbs. A hand model is also available.

#05CT-TEETH/SET

Court DeviL Jr.

Replacement Teeth for the Court Rake now come in easy-to-install, twelve inch sections. Six sections are needed to replace the entire 
set. The Replacement Teeth will fit old style rakes.

It helps prevent and break-up mineral deposits, mold, algae, and fungus that may tighten the court surface. The court is scarified with 
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Drag brush
#117H Handle Model
#117T Tow Model
As the standard of the industry, this drag brush
has the built-in strength and versatility you would
expect from a LEE product. It has replaceable 
dual 4-1/2" bristles designed to level and manicure 
your court. As it wears, you can reverse the 
handle and double the life of the broom. 
Other bristle combinations available on special 
orders.

Steel-Bristle Drag Brush
#117H-STEEL
#117T-STEEL
Thanks to the efforts of product 
development manager Roy Hey
Lee Tennis has developed a stainless 
steel bristle for this in creasingly 
popular product.  The steel bristles 
 excel at agitating the surface of 
hardened indoor courts and outdoor 
courts with sub-surface irrigation.   
also help break up algae and prevent
its formation. The transition to
 stainless steel bristles will reduce
increase this products durability  
This bristles come in 12" section and 
can be purchased to replace bristles  
on existing brushes.

Drag Brush / Lute
#117LH HANDLE MODEL
 #117LT TOW MODEL
The Drag Brush/Lute combination has three 
individual rows of 6" bristles. Two softer outer 
bristles move the finest particles of HAR-TRU, 
and a third firm inner bristle levels low spots and 
divots in the court. Turn the brush over and you 

have a 7" Lute perfect for cutting out high spots or leveling small patches. Every club should 
have one of these "top of the line" Drag Brush/Lutes.

Aussie Clean Sweep
#118H
This unique combination tool came all the way 
from Australia to help pick up and remove those 
troublesome leaves, pine needles, stones and 
other debris found on your court. The PVC tines 
literally lift the debris and flip it on top the unit 
so it can be carried off the court.† It even picks 
up the ball fuzz left on the court and at the same 
time grooms the court surface like a drag brush. 

This dual-purpose tool will save you hours of tedious clean up of your court.† Available in 4' 
and 8' widths.

Tow Handle
#117TT (tow handle only)
The Tow Handle sets the Drag brush at the proper angle and provides for easy attachment to a utility 
vehicle for those who do not wish to brush by hand. Special knuckle action helps prevent  breakage
 if the brush bumps the fence or net while in tow.

Replacement 

Bristle
#DB-B 4 1/2 
Standard Bristle
#DB-C 4 1/2 
Stiff Bristle
#DBL-BB 6" Fine Bristle
#DBL-BW 6" Stiff Bristle
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Deluxe Proline Line Sweeper #120
The Deluxe Proline Sweeper can add that finishing touch to your 
HAR-TRU court. It cleans lines as quickly as you walk. This line sweeper 
is designed with friction-driven rubber sleeves, a rugged synthetic bristle
  brush available in coarse or fine, and a fence hook for easy storage. 
The Proline is made of cast aluminum construction and is rust resistant. 
An easy-to-grip, curved handle gives extra leverage to aid sweeping 
action. This deluxe sweeper makes cleaning lines quick, easy, and.
efficient.

Line Master #123
Our LEE Line Master features a curved handle, all-aluminum construction
for rust-free outdoor use, positive locking brush action, and a perfectly 
textured brush for an easy-to-use yet firm brushing action. The angle 
allows the brush to dig in and remove those hard to clean areas that 
require more pressure. The LEE Line Master is the best buy for your 
money. Brushes available with coarse or fine bristles.

Line Scrub #124
This product is quite basic but fills a definite need, especially 
in the Florida area where tapes stay down for several 
seasons. Heavy bristles give the brush enough body to 
break up the HAR-TRU that gets caked on the tape. 
The unique aluminum handle gives the needed leverage 
to make the job easy. The bristles stay replaceable for 
added value and long life

Replacement Brush Assemblies
#120B-A (Brush, Springs, Axle, s)
#120B(Brush only)
#123B-A (Brush, Springs, Axle,)
#123B(Brush only)
Complete replacement brush assembly 
includes synthetic brush, axle with nylon 
sleeves, and springs. It is easy to install 
and requires no special tools.
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Scrusher Deluxe - #886
The Tennis shoe cleaner. Three (3) sets od brushes on the bottom with its steel frame and 
hard maple replacement brushes, is designed and build to last..Side brushes are made of 
softer poly, won't scratch shoes. Bottom bristles are made of stiff nylon throughly clean soles 
of footwear. Elevated base for easier cleaning

SCRUSHER Tennis Base - #886-T
The Tennis shoe cleaner. Cleans bottom and sides of shoes
Metal Base - Tennis

Tennie Two-Step Brush - #885-A
The perfect addition to your Tennie Two-Step. This brush attachment will allow  
to "Brush" away any excess surface lodged in your tennis shoes. The aluminum 
frame and replaceable, long-lasting polyethylene bristles will give you years of 
trouble-free use.

Tennie Two Step - #885
With the Tennie Two-Step there is a way to keep carpets, shoes, and pathways 
cleaner. Tennie Two-Step is simplicity itself. it is a polyethylene basin containing two 
perforated rubber panels. As players rock back and forth, jets of water are forced 
through perforations, flushing deeply embedded Fast-Dry from the soles of players' 
shoes. The Tennie Two-Step's simple, effective design and durable construction 
ensure that it will remain a long-lasting, dependable means of keeping paths and 
carpets cleaner.  It is made of UV resistant polyethylene

The Treadblaster - #885-TT
This unique shoe cleaner has high force, 
concentrating nozzles that shoot crossing jets 
of water into the soles of your shoes, thoroughly
cleaning out all Har-Tru in just 5 to 10 seconds.
The Treadblaster typically uses one quart of 
water per cleaning and has side towers that 
prevent any significant over-spray that could wet
shoes, clothing or legs. It doesn’t require any 
electricity but does need a standard 3/4” garden 
hose with pressure of 30 to 60 PSI (pressure-
reducer valves are available for higher 
pressures). The unit can be attached to any 
solid, level surface using the included mounting 
plate.
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